Traits of Biblical Christians
Titus 2:2-6, 9-10
Two _______ that must be comprehended in order to fully
understand Titus 2:2-10
1. _________ is crucial
Always understand Bible passages in their ________ (both
historical and literary)
What is the surrounding _______ context of this section
in Titus?
Titus 1:1-3
Titus 2:11-14
The context teaches us and reminds us that:
-Living a life of godliness starts with God’s
______ and continues through God’s ______
Titus 1:1, 2:11-12
-True _____ leads to godly ______
Titus 1:16
2. The way Christians are to live is usually
______________
Titus 1:12-13
-There is a way that Christians “______ to” live
1 Timothy 3:14-15
This passage stresses certain Christian ________ for five
groups of people within the church.
Older men-Titus 2:2
(50+)
______-minded-temperate, one who avoids over indulgence
Dignified-__________, acts in a way that is worthy of respect
Self-controlled-Controls _______ and impulses, has discernment
_______ in faith, love, and steadfastness-Unshakable in faith,
committed to loving God and others, patient endurance

Older Women-Titus 2:3-4a
(50+)
_________ in behavior-having a godly life, strives for holiness
Not slanderers-does not _______ or _______ lies, uses speech for
good not harm
Not a heavy drinker-not a _______
A teacher of _______-continues to teach what honors the Lord
Trains young women-Encourages, exhorts, and ________
Young Women-Titus 2:4-5
(Newly married-still having children in the home)
Love their husbands and children-this is the __________ virtue
for a young married woman
Self-controlled-controls desires and impulses, has ___________
_______-innocent when it comes to sexual purity
Working at home-takes ______ of home
Kind-______ and considerate
Submissive to husband-allows husband to ______
Young Men-Titus 2:6
(Marriable age-50)
Self-controlled- controls desires and _________, has discernment
Slaves (Employees)-Titus 2:9-10
Submissive to authority-Obeys and _________ those over them
Well ________-One whom the boss is pleased with
Not _____________-Does not speak back
Not pilfering-________, does not steal from employer
Showing all good faith-Considered ________ and _______
Why do Christians need to grow in godliness?
-So that the Word of God is not _________ (dishonored)
-To _______ (show the beauty of) the doctrine of God our Savior
Application
-Spend time meditating on the _________ of your salvation
-Pray and ask to the Lord for _______ to live in a way that is in
_______ with sound doctrine
-Do nothing that __________ the gospel in the eyes of the world

